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Back to
Design is for everyone, no matter how wee, and we’ve 
got the lowdown on the pluckiest picks for tots to 
tweens — your kids might just end up too cool for school
By Arren Williams
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to style

Sweet seat
Stackable, easy to clean and fun, the Panton chair gets miniaturized for 

the petite design connoisseur in your life. Panton Junior chairs, $120. 
Plan B, planboffice.com
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When lighting strikes
Pink, green or dotty: Cool tints and sassy polka dots make for a smartly 

flexible task light that’ll go bedside and beyond. Bobby Task Lamp, $29-$35. 
Pottery Barn Kids, potterybarnkids.ca

Modern master
Classic childlike motifs by Alexander Girard have just shown up at durable carpet 

tile firm, Flor. La Fonda Del Sol, six-tile rug, US$160. Flor, flor.com

Hold me now
Kids will love propping up their 
markers in this quirky holder. 
Grassy, $10. Umbra, umbra.com

Can it
Japanime illustrations make this can 

too cool for trash. Artala can, $18.
Umbra, umbra.com

Safari fun
An elephant is a fun incentive to coax 

your sprogs to hang up their coats. 
Africa hooks, various animals. $10. 

Abbott, abbottcollection.com

Quack attack
The rubber duckie gets an upgrade 
with an AM/FM radio for bath time 

singalongs. Bath duck, $27. 
Torre & Tagus, torretagus.com 
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Pause for paws 
They won’t kick up a fuss at bedtime 

wrapped up in this woof-tastic pattern. 
Oliver Dog Sheet Set, $99-$159 

Pottery Barn Kids, potterybarnkids.ca

Framed!
Get super creative (paint, draw or collage, whatever!) with the Frames wallpaper 

to create a truly personal space. Frames, $40 double roll. 
Graham & Brown, grahambrown.com

Mod bed
Hard-working modular furniture (each piece is sold separately) gets 

a sweet cottagey vibe in a white painted finish. Riley Bed, $779-$2,695. 
Pottery Barn Kids, potterybarnkids.ca

Arctic sway
A polar bear is a clever take on the trad 

horse. Polar Bear Rocker, $300.
Ella + Elliot, ellaandelliot.com

Monkeying around
A 1950s Danish design classic is 
de rigueur. Wood Monkey, $200.

Design Within Reach, dwr.com
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Chalk one up
Wall decals are nothing new, but make that a chalkboard decal and, well, 

it’s just amped things up to a whole other level. Chalkals, US$69. 
Generate, gnr8.biz

Here’s my pitch
Let them pretend camp in this floral 

dome. Hideaway Play Tent, $355. 
Anthropologie, anthropologie.com

Quick Box
This nifty storage unit grows with your 

kids. Trofast system, from $6.50,
 Ikea. ikea.ca

Stick up
Poppy colours and 

mismatched shapes 
— how fun! Kitsch 

magnets, $11. 
Umbra, 

umbra.com
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Memory made
A memory game gets updated with 
wild patterns from Maharam’s (the 
classic fabric firm) textile archive. 

Snap! Maharam Memory Game, $36. 
Design Within Reach, 

dwr.com

Happy seat
 A mini version of the archetypal Navy 
chair — is very light and made of 80% 
post-consumer recycled aluminum.

Navy Child’s Chair, $520. 
Klaus by Nienkamper, klausn.com 

Time for fun
A menagerie of clocks, all designed by top talent George Nelson in 1965, gets a charming reissue. Zoo Timers, $140. 

Plan B, planboffice.com 

Alien glow
Nope, it’s not an X-Files rerun; it’s a 

witty UFO pendant light with an even 
funnier name. Don’t Run We Are Your 

Friends, US$99. 
Generate, gnr8.biz
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